
NSSP CABIN FEVER
VIRTUAL

BB GUN SHOOTING CONTEST
FREE – NO CHARGE

ENTRIES MUST BE SUBMITTED BY 17 APRIL 2020

Official rules are attached

Questions?
Contact Commander Darell

@
Dare2bfreeman@gmail.com or 949-599-4148

PRACTICE GUN SAFETY AT ALL TIMES



NSSP CABIN FEVER
HOME

BB GUN SHOOTING CONTEST
OFFICIAL RULES

1. Shoot the attached Target with any .177 Caliber BB gun or .177 Caliber pellet rifle shooting BB’s.
Shoot at 15 feet from a sitting position.

2. Shoot the Match in your Garage or Back Yard depending on local regulations in your city or
county.

3. This at home match must be done with parental consent and a parent or responsible adult over age
18 supervising and witnessing the contest.

4. Shooter and WitnessMUST WEAR EYE PROTECTION during the match for safety.
5. Make a Target Box to tape or staple your targets to. It can be a cardboard box with newspaper or

material stuffed inside to stop BB’s from penetrating.
6. Print out 2 targets so you have a total of 12 circular bullseyes. Shoot one BB on targets 1 through

6 then repeat the same on the second target. You can use the sight in targets for practice.
7. After you have shot the 2 targets have your witness score them both and write the score

somewhere on the target. There is a possibility of 60 points on each target for a total of 120 points
combined. Have your witness take a picture of your two targets and email it to the NSSP C/O
Dare2bfreeman@gmail.com .

8. Fill out your name and information requested on the page that is attached and have your witness
take a photograph of it. Send a total of 3 photographs to Darell Freeman, your 2 targets and your
information sheet.

9. AWARDS will be given to 1st, 2nd and 3rd place winners in the following Categories.R a n g e r
Kids, Discovery Rangers, Adventure Rangers, Expedition Rangers, Parents & Leaders. Along
with the Ribbons for winning each winner will also receive a cloth NSSP patch and NSSP
Sticker. Every one who participates will receive mailed to them an NSSP Sticker.

10. You can shoot multiple targets, just submit your best two for score.
Remember only 1 shot per each bullseye target for a total of 12 shots.

Your target is attached to this Email.



NSSP CABIN FEVER
VIRTUAL

BB GUN SHOOTING CONTEST
Name:

Mailing Address:

Circle One: Kids – Discovery – Adventure – Expedition
Parent / Leader

Outpost NO:
Outpost Church Name: City & State:

PARENT/GUARDIAN WITNESS SIGNATURE

X________________________________________

Scores will be posted on the NSSP WEBSITE AND ON
THE NSSP FACEBOOK PAGE






